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Artist Statement

Connection between virtual world and the real world attracts me!
I see the topological similarity between mobile telecommunication network and metro railway network. Former connects railway by
stations whereas the latter connects communication lines with network equipments. Metro station looks much like a road junction where
people see other pedestrians and cars. Such junction is where people recognize the vibration and aliveness of the society. There is no
such junction exists for mobile communication. “When you send a message, when you push the send button on your mobile, that's simply
it”. You won't notice any other communication going on within the virtual space. By providing the visualization that shows message in
organic and natural form, Blogwall can be a system that acts as a virtual junction while the station is a physical, real one. The station will
be a special place where you will encounter both physical and virtual objects telling you that the world and society is alive and kicking.
I believe that aesthetics of nature lies in structures that have different visual form at different level of detail. Like snow, white soft
particle have beautiful snowflake pattern if you look at more details. Discreet nature of the virtual world often lacks this kind of
appearances. In order to make text messages and poems more natural, I choose to build geometric forms made of texts. At closer level,
they are messages whereas at distant level they are geometric forms.
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1 Concept
1.1 Introduction
Although technology is rapidly developing nowadays, it also poses a certain danger to us that it will distance us from our cultures.
Younger generations interacting with these new technologies are getting absorbed into the popular cultures very fast. Literary arts such as
poetry are less interesting to them [1]. Many of them would not go through the literary work such as poetry just for the joy of it [2]. This
poses grave threat to some cultures. But it is not an inherent limitation of the technological development that is causing this, but it is how
we use this new technology. New technologies have successfully been used to preserve various cultures. But we believe true preservation
will not happen in a piece of plastic or silicon. It will truly happen in the hearts and minds of people. Forcing the literary work on
younger generation may not be the correct answer. We believe if, the traditional literary work can be wrapped around modern
technology, the younger generation will be able to understand and appreciate it while enjoying the works of art like many generations
before them.
As shown in Figure 1, in modern urban life, people travel a lot more than they did before. They spend substantial time waiting in stations,
bus stops, airports and so on. Usually people feel stress while they are waiting for the transportation. We need to make people enjoy their
waiting time and communicate with each other artistically.

Figure 1: Concept Overview

Today SMS or short message service is a phenomenon that is sweeping the world [3]. The volume of short messages that Hong Kong
people sent during the period December 2006 to November 2007 amounted to 3.28 billion, a record high since OFTA (Office of the
Telecommunications Authority) started collecting the figures in 2002, translating into an increase of 26% as compared to the same period
in 2005 and 2006 [4]. This is a testimony to the immense popularity and the escalation of text messaging. But it is also has to be noted
SMS is primarily used for peer-to-peer communication. It is not widely used in promoting public or social communication combining art
and culture.
Most of the people, especially younger generation, are very keen to express themselves in public. On the other hand, poetry is deeply
rooted in traditional culture, which we will re-capture in our system. It is also a wonderful way of expressing our inner thoughts . Every
one of us has some level of artistic or poetic ability. But it is very hard for most of us to actually create a poem. Especially the younger
generation may not have the necessary background or the knowledge to create a poem. Therefore, we need a methodology to bridge this
gap. SMS provide ideal basics because the younger generation is very much familiar with the technology. Not only that, most young
people today does own a mobile phone, so it is readily available.
Therefore, by blending media art and poetry, we have developed a poetry mixer called “BlogWall” to extend SMS (Short Message
Service) to a new level of self expression and public communication. Using only a SMS sent by the user, the system is capable of
creating a new poem by using the existing poetry.

1.2 Background
Today we build countless applications that provide entertainment to the younger generation but only limited number of them actually
combines art and culture to enrich their experience. Following are some of the research work carried out combining art, social, cultural,
and physical interaction. One of the pioneering works in cultural computing was ZENetic computer [5]. It is an interface that evokes selfawakening through important aspects of Zen Buddhist culture. It tries to offer users a chance to engage and understand Buddhist
principles of „recreation‟ of the self. With stories portrayed in ink, haiku, and kimono, the ZENetic conveys the rich allegorical
interactive characteristic of Eastern philosophy.
Researchers around the world have being experimenting with different combinations of art, social communication, and mobile
messaging. The mobile phone has already been used as a medium of self expression [6]. Ballagas et al. [7] discuss enabling interactions
with large public displays using mobile phone. They have used the embedded camera on mobile phones as an enabling technology.
Ballagas et al.‟s “Point & Shoot” technique allows users to select objects using visual codes to set up an absolute coordinate system on
the display surface instead of tagging individual objects on the screen. Joe Blogg [8] is a public display where users can contribute
content by sending messages and images to it using their mobile phones. TexTales [9] is a large-scale photographic installation to which
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people can send SMS text message captions. It can create technologically supported public discourse spheres in which they can both
represent personal views and practice new ways of forming collective opinions. Mobile phone can also act as a controller of a public
display, for example in the Blinkenlights [10] project, the upper eight floors of the building were transformed in to a huge display by
arranging 144 lamps behind the building's front windows. By using mobile phone users could play a game of “Pong.”
Essentially, most poetry generation so far has consisted of randomly choosing words and making the resulting phrases fit in a predefined
language grammar. Such attempts at generating language prose have been in a similar vein as PROSE or RACTER [11]; two examples
that exist in publication. These are in turn similar to ELIZA [12] and FRED [13] in their approach, which consists creating prose at
random but suited to a grammar template. However, natural language generation which aims to mimic communication between man and
machine is inadequate when it comes to generating poetry. Poetry possesses characteristics such as rhythm and rhyming schemes.
Furthermore, poems generally do not have clear and well defined communication goals. They rely rather on abstract and figurative
language, encouraging the reader to form their own conclusions as to the meaning. In view of these differences, a revised poetry
generation model is required. Manurung et al. [14] recently proposed the “Stochastic Hillclimbing Model” which attempts to address
these difficulties. In our model, we integrate a number of techniques from different disciplines such as information retrieval and natural
language understanding, and augment the system with emotional intelligence to generate a poem which is both meaningful and capable
of entertaining the user.
The “BlogWall” consists of some of the features found on these previous systems but it concentrates on promoting artistic and social
communication through poetry. The system is capable of displaying users SMS directly, gather data using polls. The most notable feature
of the system is its ability to create poetry. For poetry generation it combines data mining techniques, part of speech tagging, and
emotional analysis of the text to come up with a most suitable poetry lines.

1.3 Methodology
The most interesting mode is poetry mode, in which a poem will be created with the means of the user SMS. The application enables the
user to assume the role of a poetry jockey.
The poetry generation process in the BlogWall system consists of several stages. The system uses three different criteria to shortlist
discrete sets of poem lines. The schematic in Figure 2 illustrate this process. Three separate analyses are performed on each incoming
message.

Figure 2: SMS and Poetry Processing Procedure

First, given an input message, the words in the message are arranged according to their importance. For instance, in the sentence “I love
thunder and rain,” “love,” “thunder,” and “rain” would be the most important words. Because, very common words such as “I,” “and,”
and “the” would appear in many of the poems, so they are less helpful in identifying a suitable poetry line. The uncommon words such as
“thunder” would be more useful in identifying a suitable poetry line. System also grabs synonyms from the dictionary to expand the
search criteria. This would enable the system to provide an unexpected and surprising result. The importance of a particular word is
denoted by a numerical weight. This number, called the tf-idf weight, is the multiplication of two values: the term frequency (tf) and
inverse document frequency (idf). The weight is often used in information retrieval and text mining.
Given a query of i words, the end result is to calculate this weight ( w ) for each word in every poem line.
wi ,d  tf i ,d  log n dfi 

(1)

Where; tf i ,d is term frequency of the i th word in each poem line in a set of d poem lines. n is the total number of poem lines. df i is the
document frequency of the i th word. For each word i , the system then returns the poem lines such that  wi , d is maximized.
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Second, one key success factor of the system is the ability to make meaningful connections between user input and the poem lines in the
database, resulting in an original and meaningful poem. For this purpose, word sense disambiguation is necessary and this is the second
part of the analysis. The system uses a part of speech (POS) tagger for basic disambiguation. The tagger used in Poetry Mix-up is the
English POStagger [15], primarily for the tagging speed and ease of integration.
The input message and each poem line in the database are tagged using a POS tagger. In order to avoid poems that do not make sense,
these tags are used to pick only those poem lines which use a particular keyword or its synonym in the same sense as in the input
message.
Then, analogous to the tf-idf weight described earlier, which ranks words in the input message according to importance, the third analysis
is the calculation of an emotional weight. This attaches a numerical value to the mood or emotional content of the message. The system
maintains a database of words that can influence the emotional state of the sentence, along with the corresponding weight of the word
along two axes: degree of arousal and degree of pleasantness. The weights are modeled after the Russell Dimension for emotions [16]. In
addition, a database of qualifiers and their corresponding multipliers are also maintained. For instance, the phrase “not happy” will result
in the weights of the word “happy” being multiplied by negative one which will yield in a result closer to the emotional weight of “sad.”
The system thus analyses the input message for such emotional words and qualifiers. Ultimately, the message will be attached a
numerical value denoting the emotional weight. In a similar manner, all the poem lines in the database will also be assigned a numerical
emotional weight. The system will then shortlist lines with weights that are closest to the weight of the input message.
The final output to the user will be the lines that maximize the term frequency and minimize emotional weight difference (closest in
emotional weight to the input message) of the poetry.

1.4 User Study
Initial versions of application have been demonstrated at several exhibitions. In those exhibitions, we have observed many people
enjoying the interaction with BlogWall and we wanted to discover the interesting and exciting factors that attract the crowd towards this
application. In this study, we focused on the social and engagement aspects of the user experience.
To understand the users‟ engagement and social experience, we have used features described by Csikszentmihalyi‟s Flow theory [17].
The flow of the system is broken down as follows.
 Concentration: Since Concentration on the application is needed, the ability of the
user to concentrate on the application is emphasized.
 Challenge: Does the system provide some level of challenge to the user?
 User skills: User skill development and mastery should be supported in the system.
 Control: Users should be able to feel in control of their actions.
 Clear goals: Clear defined goals should be given to the players at appropriate times.
 Feedback: Appropriate feedback from the system is given.
 Connection: Participants should feel deeply connected to the application and with
little or with no effort.
 Social interaction: The system should support social interaction.
We came up with following set of questions to evaluate the system based on our hypotheses. Users were asked to interact with all the
modes available in the system, including standard display, keyword triggering, and poetry. But, the main emphasis of the user study was
focused on the poetry mode.
(1) Did the application grab your attention and maintain your focus?
(2) Were you able to concentrate on the tasks at hand?
(3) Were you able to use the system without spending too much time at the instructions?
(4) Was learning to use the system fun?
(5) Did you feel in control of your actions in the system?
(6) Did you feel you were in control of the poetry output of the system?
(7) Was the objective of the system clear and presented in advance?
(8) Were you aware, what is happening in the system at all times?
(9) Did the system give you immediate feedback of your actions?
(10) During participation were you less aware of what is happening physically around
you?
(11) Were you aware of the passing of time during participation?
(12) Did you feel emotionally involved with the system?
(13) Do you suppose that the system support social communication?
(14) Does the system support social communities inside and outside the system?

Data collected from the survey after using the system are expressed as mean and standard deviation unless otherwise specified. Results of
the survey are given in Table 1. All elements explored with this survey, most of them performed positively in the survey as more than
50% selected the favorable choice to the questions posed.
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Qn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Yes Very
8%
31%
69%
16%
16%

Yes
70%
46%
31%
47%
39%

Options
Fairly
22%
15%
0%
37%
45%

Not Really
0%
8%
0%
0%
0%

No
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

61%

28%

11%

0%

0%

0%
8%
31%
0%
0%
16%
47%
24%

53%
45%
54%
24%
24%
31%
39%
52%

31%
39%
15%
52%
45%
29%
14%
24%

8%
8%
0%
24%
31%
24%
0%
0%

8%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Table 1: Result of User Study

Unlike in computer games, users do not have to concentrate very hard on the task at hand. Users can take their time in interacting with
the system. It attracted the users but does not demand total concentration. This may explain the answered received for questions 1 and 2.
One of the reasons we chose SMS as the basis for the poetry generation is that, it is very easy to use and according to the results of
question 3, 69% users highly agree to that. The overwhelming majority, 61% responded positively to question 6. Thus users clearly feel
that they can control the poetry output of the system. However they did not respond very positively to question 5. This means that users
did not feel that they are in total control of their actions. The poetry generation does not depend totally on users SMS. BlogWall searches
the dictionary and find synonyms for the selected words in the SMS. Therefore the final poetry may not contain the exact words in the
users SMS. In fact this is a feature of BlogWall. But it may explain the users‟ surprise of the outcome, and the feeling of not totally being
in control.
There is a clear indication that some users considered that the objective of the system is not clearly portrayed. A 16% of the users
responded negatively to the question 7. One user commented that “short instruction information should be displayed along with the
BlogWall”. Based on these findings we are now displaying clear instructions to the users wherever we install the BlogWall system. Short
description is also presented on the BlogWall display.
Even though feedback time can be compromised by mobile phone network and Internet delays, 31% of users do agree, that the system
provide an immediate response. This means that the users feel that the system response time is satisfactory. There is a time gap between
user sending the SMS and system receiving it. After receiving the SMS, the system searches the dictionary to locate the synonyms.
During those processes there is no indication to the user that the system is processing her SMS. Which may be the reason that 8%
responded that, they were unaware of the activities of the system at all times.
Only 24% were less aware of what is happening around them and 24% were aware of the passing of time during participation. This is not
an unexpected result since BlogWall does not require the user to be fully mentally connected with it. The response to question 12 is
disappointing, 24% users felt that there is no emotional connection with the system. The selected poem may not reflect the overall
context of the users SMS. By developing a advanced natural language processor, the system should be able to analyze the context or
linguistic meaning of the SMS and generate the poetry accordingly.
None of the users responded negatively to questions 13 and 14. This indicated that, people did feel that the system does support social
communication. Also they believed it supports social communities inside and outside the system. This is a very significant result since
social interaction is one of the foremost aspirations of BlogWall. According to the user response, BlogWall has successfully achieved it.
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2 Artwork
Some artworks and poems generated by the system are shown as below.

Figure 3: Sample Poetry 01

Figure 4: Sample Poetry 02

Figure 5: Sample Artwork 01
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Figure 6: Sample Artwork 02

Figure 7: Sample Artwork 03

Figure 8: Sample Artwork 04
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Figure 9: Sample Artwork 05
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3 Administrator Manual
All the resources required to setup BlogWall system is available in Resources\Installation folder.

3.1 Setting up MySQL and blogwall Database
Location of resources - Resources\Installation\MySQL

3.1.1 Install MySQL Server on the computer
The application is tested with MySQL server version 5.0. New version of MySQL server can be downloaded from; http://dev.mysql.com
Administrator can use the installation in resource folder (mysql-essential-5.0.67-win32.msi). Do a complete installation.

Figure 10: Install MySQL server

After the installation, use MySQL Server Instance Configuration Wizard to configure the MySQL server.
Following screen shots were taken during a reconfiguration of MySQL Server Instance. When installing MySQL for the first time, each
step may appear slightly different but the option that has to be set in each step is same.

Figure 11: Server configuration step 02
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Figure 12: Server configuration step 03

Figure 13: Server configuration step 04

Figure 14: Server configuration step 05
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Figure 15: Server configuration step 06

Figure 16: Server configuration step 07

Figure 17: Server configuration step 08
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Figure 18: Server configuration step 09

Use
Username: root
Password: root
for the root login

Figure 19: Server configuration step 10

3.1.2 Install MySQL administrator
MySQL administrator provides a visual interface to the database. It would be easy to work with the database if this tool is installed on the
system. New version can be found at; http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/gui-tools/5.0.html
Administrator can use the installation in resource folder (mysql-gui-tools-5.0-r12-win32.msi).

3.1.3 Install MySQL - .NET connector
This connector is needed for the .NET applications to connect to MySQL database. New version can be found at;
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/
Administrator can use the installation in resource folder (mysql-connector-net-5.1.6.zip). Unzip this file and setup.
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3.1.4 Restore blogwall database
Restore blogwall database using, blogwall_db_backup.sql located in MySQL folder. MySQL administrator tool installed earlier will be
very useful in performing this task.

Figure 20: Restore BlogWall database

3.2 Install Administration Console
Location of resources - Resources\Installation\PostProcess - Admin Console

The admin console allows users to easily configure BlogWall. Install it by running “setup.exe”.

3.2.1 Managing poetry

Figure 21: Managing poetry

The top list shows all the poets whose poetry is in the system. By clicking the delete button next to poet the entry can be deleted
including all the poetry of that poet. By double clicking the poet name all poetry will get listed down on the bottom grid. By double
clicking the poem name, the poem will be shown in the notepad.
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3.2.2 Swear Words

Figure 22: Swear words

Since the BlogWall is going to be setup in a public place, it may be necessary to protect against abuse by users. If system detected any of
these words it will not display the SMS or create poetry for it.
Using the swear word text filed; new swear words can be added. By clicking the delete button, existing words can be deleted. By doubleclicking on a word on the data grid administrator can modify an existing word.

3.2.3 Calculate IDF of the database

Figure 23: IDF calculation

IDF (inverse document frequency) is necessary for the selection of poetry. Every time new poems added to the system, IDF has to be
recalculated. The administrator only has to press start button to start the process.
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3.2.4 Calculate Emotional Weight
Every time new poetry added to the system or new emotional words added to the system, Emotional weights need to be recalculated. The
administrator only has to press start button to start this process.

Figure 24: Calculate emotional weights

3.2.5 Emotional words and qualifiers
The application can analyzes emotional weight of the users SMS. It does this by checking for words defined in the emotional word list.
Qualifiers modify the emotional weight of the emotional word. For example qualifier “not” modifies the weight of the emotional word
“happy”. Administrator can add/ delete emotional weights in the system. Similarly the qualifiers can be managed using qualifier manager.

Figure 25: Emotional words
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Figure 26: Emotional words qualifiers

3.2.6 Advertisements Manager
The administrator can add text or images to the ticker that appear at the bottom of the display. Order field indicates order of appearance.
If the advertisement type is text, the text field holds the text message. If the advertisement is an image the text filed holds the image name.

Figure 27: 1.2.6 Advertisements manager

If the advertisement type is an image, the administrator can add the image to the system using image manager as shown in Figure 28. The
“Location of Images” is the location where the system keeps all the uploaded images. This is the location that has to be set in the
configuration file of the “TextDisplay” as shown in Figure 33. Administrator can select an image using “Select Image” button. By
pressing “Upload Image” button, selected image get saved to the “Location of Images”. Using the “prev” and “next” link buttons,
administrator can check the images in the “Location of Images”.
To add an image to the advertising;






Add advertising image to the system using image manager
Complete necessary fields in advertisement tab such as order and type.
Go to image tab and select the advertisement image using “prev” and “next” buttons
Click on “Select image for advertisement” link
This would set the image name in the text filed of the advisements tab
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Figure 28: Image manager

3.2.7 Poll manager
The poll manager manages all the polls in the system. Administrator can add a new poll using the poll text box in the left hand side.
Existing poll can be selected from the poll data grid by double clicking on it. Then it can be modified. When the poll question is selected
the answers of the poll also get activated. When the poll is selected answers to the poll can be added/ deleted/ modified using the control
provided at the bottom. The order/ prefix field indicate the order which the poll answers appear in the display and the index to the poll
question. This index is what the users have to SMS to the system in order to select that answer. For example in the following case user
has to SMS number 2 to the system to vote for the answer “No”.

Figure 29: Poll manager
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3.2.8 SMS manager
If it is needed to delete “sms_log” table, the administrator can use “Delete SMS Logs” button. The administrators can test the application
without sending SMS using SMS text filed. Administrator can type the necessary SMS in the text filed and press “Send” button to submit
the SMS. This would bypass the SMSReader application and update the necessary database tables. Rest of the application would act as it
really received that SMS.

Figure 30: SMS manager

3.2.9 Configuration file editor
In order to eliminate problems that administrators face in editing configuration files, a tool was developed. This will help them to easily
set the configuration files and also make sense of the values in the configuration files.
3.2.9.1 SMSReader configuration file editor
Only one value needs for setting the port number.

Figure 31: SMSReader configuration file editor
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3.2.9.2 DataProcessor - Create Poetry
Value that are set;






Number of keywords to select from the SMS
Number of synonyms to select
Polling enabled
When to backup the sms_log table
How long banned phone numbers are held in the system

Figure 32: DataProcessor - Create Poetry

3.2.9.3 Display - Text Display
Value that are set;






Width and height of the display
Polling enabled
Polling visible
Advertisements enabled
Location of the images (used for advertisements)

Figure 33: Display - Text Display
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3.3 Install SMSReader

Location of resources - Resources\Installation\SMSReader
SMSReader is the application that reads SMS received by the system. Install it by running “setup.exe”. To start the application run
“SMSReader.exe”.
Before running the application the Modem has to be connected to the computer. First insert SIM card into the modem as shown in Figure
35.

Figure 34: Insert SIM card

.
Then connect the modem to the computer using the serial port as shown in Figure 35. If the computer does not have a serial port, USB to
serial converter has to be used as shown in Figure 36. Install the drivers of this device then connect the modem to the computer using it.

Figure 35: Connect modem to computer

Figure 36: USB to serial converter

After completing the above steps when you turn on the power to the modem the small red bulb should start to blink as shown in Figure
37. It might take some time to blink when the power is turned on.
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Figure 37: Blinking modem light

Before running the application, the configuration file of the SMSReader has to be configured. The configuration file is located in Data
folder. It can be configured manually or using the configuration file editor in admin console application. If the modem is connected to the
COM port 1 the value in the configuration file should be 0, if connected to COM port 2, value in the configuration file should be 1, etc.
To start the application run “SMSReader.exe”. It should start a command line application as shown in Figure 38. If the application failed
to start (application close immediately), go to DOS prompt and run the application again. Administrator will be able to view the error
message in the DOS prompt.

Figure 38: SMSReader

3.4 Install DataProcessor

Location of resources - Resources\Installation\DataProcessor
DataProcessor is the main application in the BlogWall system. Install it by running “setup.exe”. To start the application run
“SMSReader.exe”. Following are the tasks performed by DataProcessor;





Manage SMS with banned words
Manage banned phone numbers
Create poetry
Create backup files of the database

Before running the DataProcessor it has to be configured. The configuration file is located in Data folder. It can be configured manually
or using the configuration file editor in admin console application. The configuration settings are;







Number of keywords to select from the SMS
o Default is 3
Number of synonyms to select
o Default is 1. so each keyword will have 1 synonym thus 1 line of poetry, if this is set to 2, system try to generate 6 lines of
poetry
Banned word detection
o If banned words detection is not set (0) system will display any incoming message. The default value is 1
o 1 – YES, 0 - NO
Polling enabled
o 1 – YES, 0 - NO
When to backup the sms_log table
o When the entries in the sms_log table reach this amount it will be backed up to a text file. Then all the entries in the
sms_log table will be deleted. The backup files are located in the SMS_LOG folder.
How long banned phone numbers are held in the system
o If a user sends a SMS with a banned word, the system not only rejects that message it temporarily hold the senders phone
number thus preventing further abuse. This value is the duration such phone numbers held.
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To run the application DataProcessor.exe

Figure 39: DataProcessor

3.5 Install Visuals
Location of resources - Resources\Installation\TextDisplay

Prior to installing TextDisplay, OpenGL and ImageMagick have to be installed.

3.5.1 Install OpenGL
The visual application is written using OpenGL. OpenGL (Open Graphics Library) is a standard specification defining a cross-language
cross-platform API for writing applications that produce 2D and 3D computer graphics.
http://www.opengl.org/
Install OpenGL by running opengl2.exe at TextDisplay\OpenGL folder.

3.5.2 Install ImageMagick
The application uses ImageMagick to display images. ImageMagick is a software suite for image manipulation and display, supporting
close to 100 image formats. It is mainly used to perform various transformation and conversion operations on images. Released under a
permissive free software license, ImageMagick is free software.
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/index.php
Install ImageMagic by running ImageMagick-6.4.3-4-Q16-windows-dll.exe at TextDisplay\ ImageMagick folder.

3.5.3 Install TextDisplay
TextDisplay is the display application of BlogWall. Install TextDisplay by running setup.exe at TextDisplay\ TextDisplay folder.
After installation the application has to be configured. The configuration file is located in the Data folder. Administrator can edit the
“settings.cfg” manually or use the configuration file editor provided in the administration tool. Following are the settings in the
configuration file;







Width of the display
Height of the display
Polling enabled, 0 – No, 1 - Yes
Polling visible, 0 – No, 1 - Yes
Advertisements enabled, 0 – No, 1 - Yes
Location of the images (path)(used for advertisements). This location must be the same location defined in image upload tool.
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4 SMSReader
SMSReader read SMS messages in the SIM card and load them to the database.
The application settings are read from “Data\settings.cfg”. The configuration file contains the COM port number to which the modem is
connected to. Normally it is port “0”. If the modem is connected to the COM port 1 the value in the configuration file should be 0, if
connected to COM port 2, value in the configuration file should be 1. During the initialization face all the SMS in the modem get deleted.
Init Modem

Read Modem output

NO

Read “settings.cfg” file to get port
number

OK or ERROR in
message
End

YES

Error
YES
NO

Open port

OK & +CMGL: & no ERROR in
message

NO

Get ALL SMS

YES
End

YES

Error
Locate SMS messages
NO

Set Modem to text
mode

Write to “sms” table
status = 0

Delete all SMS

Write to “sms_log” table

Delete all SMS

Figure 40: SMSReader dataflow

All the sms received by the SMSReader is written to table “sms” the status field of this table indicate who has processed the entry. If it is
set to 0 then it is processed by SMSReader. If the status is 1, it has been processed by DataProcessor. Generally display application only
process status 1 entries. The “sms_log” hold all the SMS received by the system. It is advisable to check the size of this table from time
to time. Backup the data in this table and then clean it.
Following is a snap of how the data will look like in the database:

Figure 41: "sms" table data

4.1 SMS Reading

Sleep

Modem Response
Check New
messages

Figure 42: SMS reading
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The methodology to read SMS from the modem is to issue AT command then go to sleep. This gives time for the modem to respond. I
have found out if we bombarded the modem with AT commands it would break the modem responses. What is happening is modem is
receiving new AT commands before it can process current AT command. The AT command to delete all the SMS should be issued at the
very end of processing the received SMS. The reason for that is; if we issued it before processing we would get acknowledge response
from the modem hindering the current process.

4.2 AT Commands
Following AT command is used to read all the SMS received
at+cmgl="ALL"
To delete SMS;
at+cmgd=location,number

Number
0
1
2
3

4

Meaning
Delete only the SMS message stored at the location index from the
message storage area. This is the default value.
Ignore the value of index and delete all SMS messages whose status is
"received read" from the message storage area.
Ignore the value of index and delete all SMS messages whose status is
"received read" or "stored sent" from the message storage area.
Ignore the value of index and delete all SMS messages whose status is
"received read", "stored unsent" or "stored sent" from the message
storage area.
Ignore the value of index and delete all SMS messages from the message
storage area.
Table 2: AT commands to read SMS

4.3 Decoding the SMS
A sample message will look like this:
+CMGL: 1,"REC READ","+741520",,"08/07/22,16:49:56+32"
This is message 1
+CMGL: 2,"REC READ","+741520",,"08/07/22,16:49:56+32"
This is message 2

OK

Each message will start with a marker +CMGL and the various fields will be separated by commas.
It will be of this format:
+CMGL: <id>.”REC READ”,”<number>”,,”<date>,<time>”

It will finally be terminated by an „OK‟.

<Actual message>

By locating a known marker (+CMGL:) and
looping through the entire message we can
extract each of the separate messages

together with the sender number and date received starting from the marker +CMGL.
In the actual code;
Pos_ok stores the position of the marker „OK‟.
If the message does not have Pos_ok or Pos_error it means that the system received a partial message. So ignore that message and wait
for the complete message.
If Pos_ok <0 it means it wasn‟t present.
If Pos_ok >=0 it means „OK‟ was found, signifying that the SMS was received successfully.
Pos_error stores the position of the marker „ERROR‟.
If Pos_error <0 it means it wasn‟t present, signifying that there was no Error.
If Pos_error >=0 it means „ERROR‟ was found and at that point in time SMS wasn‟t received by the system.
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We first start determining the position of „+CMGL‟, which will be stored in pos_read3.
Then from there we start moving until each and every „+CMGL‟ marker is found storing the various positions in iNext_CMGL and
iPrev_CMGL as we go forward.
From there the SMS phone number, date, and the actual message itself is extracted since they are delimited by commas and finally stored
into the database and also the details logged into a file.
Following is the flowchart on how it has been achieved:

Figure 43: Finding message from AT commands

4.4 Writing to the database
sms
PK

id
sms_text
status
weight_x
weight_y
valid
sms_telephone

Figure 44: "sms” table

The SMS received by the application has to written to a database so that it can be processed by other applications. The SMS will be
written to the “sms” table and its status = 0. This can be used to identify who to process the SMS next.
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Status = 0  SMS Processor application
Status = 1  Display application
Valid filed indicate the validity of the SMS. For example if the number of words in the SMS is less than what is required to generate
poetry it is considered an invalid SMS.
Valid = 0  Invalid SMS
Valid = 1  Valid SMS
“sms_telephone” is the senders‟ telephone number. This will be used to identify users who send SMS with banned words.
The SMS will also be logged. The SMS will be logged in table “sms_log”. The information in the log file would be telephone number,
data and time, the SMS received. Earlier system we logged the SMS in a file. This log file was created daily basis when the application
started. If the application never stops it may cause a problem. Therefore writing to a database seems the best solution.
sms_log
PK

id
telephone
date_time
sms_text

Figure 45: "sms_log" table

Generally, I use separate project to communicate with the database. But in the case of SMS Reader I haven‟t done that. Because the
application only require two functions; writing to “sms” table and writing to “sms_log” table, therefore I add 2 functions to SMSReader
application. This helps to keep the application light weight.
AddSMSToLog – write sms, telephone, date/time to table “sms_log”
AddSMSToDB – write sms to table “sms”
Both functions simply open a connection to database, write data, close connection.
Following is a snap of how the data will look like in the database:

Figure 46: "sms_log" table data

Figure 47: SMSReader running
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5 DataProcessor
DataProcessor is the core application that is doing most of the processing in BlogWall. Main tasks of DataProcessor are;





Check banned words
Manage banned phone numbers
Take backups
Create poetry

Init DataProcessor

Read “settings.cfg” file to get

End
YES

number of word to select
number of synonyms to select
check for banned words
polling enabled
backup entry count
banned number holding time

Load banned
words

Initialize POS
Tagger

Initialize Polling

Error

NO

Load valid chars

Get Lines from table “sms”
where status=0
Delete sms with status==2

Select poetry lines

SMS log
full

Fetch synonyms
from Dictionary

YES

YES
NO

Backup to text files

Set “sms”
status=1

Update polls

Last
entry?
Find important words
in SMS using tf/idf

NO

NO

Word Length
exceeding?

YES

Set “sms”
valid=0

NO

YES

SMS by banned
number

YES

Reject SMS

Calculate weight

Set “sms” valid=0

Update banned
number list by time

NO

YES

Banned words in
SMS?

No of words > 2

NO
Is numeric

YES

YES

Delete sms record
Add new number to
banned list

With in range of
poll ans?

YES
Tag SMS with POS
Tagger

NO

Invalid
chars?

NO

Figure 48: Dataflow diagram of DataProcessor

5.1 Initialization
5.1.1 Reading the configuration file
The configuration file contains information how the application is going to work. It is located in “Data” folder. When the application is
initializing, it reads following information from the “settings.cfg” file. The order they read is very important.








No. of keywords selected from the SMS, we get synonyms for these words, default is 3
No. of synonyms selected for each keyword, default is 1, if this value is 2 it will select 2 synonyms for each keyword and it will
generate 2 poetry lines for each of them
Enable removing of banned words. If a banned word is in the SMS it will be removed from display also the sender‟s phone
number is logged for predetermined duration. It is also removed from the SMS table. Default is 1.
o 1  YES
o 0  NO
Polling enabled, default 0
o 1  YES
o 0  NO
When the entry count of the “sms_log” table exceeded this value, all the content in the table get dumped to a text files. All the
entries in the “sms_log” table get deleted
This value indicates the duration banned telephone numbers held within the system

If there is an error in reading configuration file that would stop the application.
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5.1.2 Invalid Characters
POS tagger only work with English characters. If it encounters non English characters, it will give a run time error. We can of cause
catch this error but cleaner method is to check the users SMS for invalid characters. In application initialization phase all the valid
characters get loaded to the application to assist in this process.
String^ charLine = "
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz`1234567890=[]\\;',./~!@#$%^&*()_+|}{:\"<>?";

5.1.3 Banned Words
If BlogWall is installed in a public place, it has to prevent unwanted messages appearing. BlogWall checks users SMS for banned words
stored in the system. Banned words are stored in “swearwords” table.

Figure 49: swearwords table

void InitBandWordList()

Above function loads the contents of the table to a List to check against.
DataTable^ dt

= SwearWordsDBServices::GetAllSwearWords();

Will get all the swear words in the database. Following SQL statement get executed to retrieve data.
SELECT * FROM SwearWords ORDER BY swear_word ASC

Adding a space at the beginning and the end of the banned word is very important. The reason is we are using Indexof for checking the
banned word in the SMS.

Without space;
Indexof(aaxxxaa)  will yield true (because of the way Indexof work)
With space;
Indexof(aaxxxaa)  will yield false
Indexof(aa xxx aa)  will yield true
xxx is the banned word

5.1.4 Initializing Part of Speech Tagger (POS)
The English POS Tagger was not developed by us. For more information on it refer to;
Tsuruoka Y., and Tsujii, J. Bidirectional Inference with the Easiest-First Strategy for Tagging Sequence Data. In Proceedings of
HLT/EMNLP, 2005, pp. 467-474.
http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~tsuruoka/postagger/
The application simply uses functionality provided by English POS Tagger. To initialize the tagger following function is called;
void SetupPOSTagger()
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5.1.5 Initialize Polling

End

NO

Active Poll?

YES

End

NO

No of poll
ans>0

YES

Enable
polling

No of Poll Answers

Figure 50: Initialize Polling

If the polling is activated and there are no active polls in the system, it gives an error and halt. System can have many polls in disabled
state. However, it can only have one active poll. If poll_enabled=1 indicates that it is the active poll in the system. The display
application should display that particular poll. “poll_answers” contain answers for the poll. “Order” is the display order of the answers.
“Votes” is number of votes it got from users. Polls can be managed using poll manager administrator tool.

Figure 51: Poll tables

bool InitPolls()

Above function initialize the polling if polling is enabled. It will load current active poll and poll answers to the system.

5.2 DataProcessor Operation
The main loop of the application continually checks the “sms” table for entries with status==0. This indicates that it is a newly received
SMS and can be processed by DataProcessor. Entries with status==2 indicates that they are already processed by display application, so
such entries are deleted by DataProcessor along with full poetry information held in other tables.

5.2.1 SMS log
All the SMS received by the system are backed up into “sms_log” table. This is been carried out by SMSReader application. There is
always possibility that “sms_log” table getting bigger over time. There is also a possibility that this would slow down the system.
Therefore it is good practice to backup this table from time to time.
The system in Kent Ridge MRT will be running 24/7. Therefore the backup should happen automatically. This is handled by
DataProcessor application. The configuration file has a value indicating when to backup.
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Figure 52: Backing up "sms_log" table

From time to time, the system checks for “sms_log” table size. If it exceeded the given value it is backed up to a text file. Following SQL
used to check for number of entries in the "sms_log" table.
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM sms_log

if (sms_log_delete_counter > SMS_LOG_DELETE_COUNT_LIMIT)
{
sms_log_delete_counter
= 0;
CheckSMSLogExceeding();
}

The text file will be created inside “SMS_LOG” folder. “SMS_LOG” folder should be in the same folder as the executable file for the
DataProcessor. The file name of the log file is of the following format;
sms_log _ date _ time _ .txt
String^ file_name = "SMS_LOG\\sms_log_" + dt->ToShortDateString() + "_"
+ dt->ToLongTimeString();
file_name = file_name->Replace("/","_")->Replace(":","_")->Replace("
","") + ".txt";

Example file name would be: - sms_log_7_30_2008_9_18_47PM.txt
After creation of the log file, all the entries in the "sms_log" get deleted.

5.2.2 Banned Words and Banned List of Phone Numbers
If a user sends a SMS containing a banned word, the banned list would detect it and will be removed from the display. But it may not be
enough to ward off determined attacker. The methodology employed in BlogWall is to; temporarily hold phone numbers of the users who
try to abuse the system. After certain duration the phone numbers are removed from this list.
The “sms” table contains a field called “telephone_number”. SMSReader puts senders phone number in this filed. Every time system
receives a new SMS, it checks for banned words in the SMS.
bool BannedWordInSMS(String^ msg)

Above function checks for banned words in the SMS against the banned word list it loaded in the application initialization phase. The
spaces are added to beginning and end of the message to facilitate proper search using IndexOf operator.
msg
= " " + msg + " ";
for (int i=0;i<GlobalObjects::banndWordList->Count;i++)
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{
if (msg->IndexOf(GlobalObjects::banndWordList[i]) >= 0)
return true;
}

If the system detects a banned word it will stop processing the SMS but also add the phone number to the banned word list.
GlobalObjects::banndPhoneList->Add(telephone_number);

ban_numbers
PK

id
telephone_number
log_time

Figure 53: "ban_numbers"

Banned telephone numbers are also held in “ban_numbers” table. The “log_time” is the time the entry added to the database. To add the
telephone number to the database call “BanTelephoneByLogID” function. Time timestamp is set from the database.
SMSDBServices::BanTelephoneByLogID(telephone_number)
INSERT INTO ban_numbers(telephone_number,log_time) VALUES('" +
telephone->Replace("'","''") + "',NOW())

In the main loop the application checks whether the banned numbers are held long enough. The duration which the banned number is
held can be set from the configuration file. This value is loaded to “BANNED_NUMBER_HOLD_TIME”. If the number held sufficient duration,
it is removed from the banned number list. The application simply passes the time duration (BANNED_NUMBER_HOLD_TIME) to
“DeleteTelephoneHeld” function. Which will use the database processing, to delete the numbers that are held sufficient duration. Finally,
the function passes the new list to the application. This list is used to create the new banned telephone number list.
DataTable^ SMSDBServices::DeleteTelephoneHeld(double hold_duration)
"DELETE FROM ban_numbers WHERE ban_numbers.log_time < NOW() - INTERVAL
"+ hold_duration +" MINUTE"

Now if a user whose phone numbers is in the banned number list send a SMS to the system, it can be rejected using the telephone number
field and the banned telephone number list. Following function checks for banned user‟s SMS.
bool IsBannedUser(String^ telephone)

When the user gets blacklisted, even he sends a legitimate SMS it will get rejected by the system.

5.2.3 Polling
SMS text

Normal
SMS
processing

NO

Is numeric?

YES

NO

With in range of poll
ans?

YES

Update databse

Figure 54: Polling dataflow diagram

If the polling is enabled, any incoming message containing only a numeric value has the possibility of being answer to a polling question.
First the SMS is checked to see whether it is a numeric value. If it is a numeric value and fall within the answer range it is considered an
answer to a polling question. Answer range is found when the polls are initialized by the system.
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int IsThisPoll(String^ str)

Following regular expression is used to check user‟s SMS for numeric values;
System::Text::RegularExpressions::Regex::IsMatch(str,"^[0-9]*$")

If it is an answer to a polling question, “polling_answers” table filed “vote” get incremented by calling “UpdatePollingVote” function.
iPollId is the active poll id, which is found in the poll initialization phase.
bool PollDBServices::UpdatePollingVote(int iPollId,int iAnsId)

5.2.4 Invalid Characters
Due to the inability of POS Tagger to process non English characters system must detect existence of such characters in the users SMS
and stop further processing. The valid character set is loaded to the application during the initialization process.
bool IsInvalidCharIn(String^ str)

Above function go through each of the characters in the SMS, and check whether they exists in the valid character list. If the SMS
contains an invalid character, the application sets the status to 0 in “sms” table.

5.2.5 Tag SMS with POS Tagger
To tag user‟s SMS the system calls following function.
void Tagger::TagLine(String^ line)
static List<String^>^ words = gcnew List<String^>;
static List<String^>^ posTags = gcnew List<String^>;

This function will tag the SMS and “words” will hold each word in the SMS and “posTags” hold tag names. At this stage number of
words in the SMS can be determined. If the SMS contains less than 3 words, application will set the valid filed to 0 in “sms” table.
Suppose the user sends the SMS “On this day, I speak only of the glorious consequence.”
Output from the POS Tagger;
On/IN this/DT day/NN I/PRP speak/VBP only/RB of/IN the/DT glorious/JJ consequence/NN
For this example, the words are identified as follows;
On

IN

this
day
I
speak

DT
NN
PRP
VBP

only
of

RB
IN

the
glorious
consequence

DT
JJ
NN

Preposition or subordinating
conjunction
Determiner
Noun, singular or mass
Personal Pronoun
Verb, non-3rd person singular
present
Adverb
Preposition or subordinating
conjunction
Determiner
Adjective
Noun, singular or mass

Table 3: Tagger tags

By calling following function, text tag names listed above are converted to numerical values (tag id from “pos_tags” table).
DataTable^ POSTagsDBServices::GetPOSTagByString(String^ type)

These “id” along with the “word” are stored in SMSWord classes and those classes are held in a “List”.
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List<SMSWord^>^ inputMessage
typeQuery

= gcnew List<SMSWord^>;

= POSTagsDBServices::GetPOSTagByString(tg->posTags[i]);

if (typeQuery->Rows->Count > 0)
{
SMSWord^ sms = gcnew SMSWord(tg->words[i]);
sms->smsWordType = Convert::ToInt32(typeQuery->Rows[0]["id"]);
if (!CheckInList(inputMessage,sms->smsWord))
inputMessage->Add(sms);
}

“CheckInList” ensure against duplication of the words.

5.2.6 Word Length
Saboteur may send SMS with very long words or if someone sends a Unicode type SMS it may end up being a very long word. The
system will not process SMS with such words further. It will set the valid filed to 0 in “sms” table. Tagger class can be used to check
such situations.
bool Tagger::WordLengthExceed(int len)

5.2.7 Calculate Emotional Weight
5.2.7.1 Emotional Weight
Emotional calculation attaches a numerical value to the mood or emotional content of the message. The system maintains a database of
words that can influence the emotional state of the sentence, along with the corresponding weight of the word along two axes: degree of
arousal and degree of pleasantness. The weights are modeled after the Russell Dimension for emotions.

Figure 55: Russell Dimension for emotions

In addition, a database of qualifiers and their corresponding multipliers are also maintained. For instance, the phrase “not happy” will
result in the weights of the word “happy” being multiplied by negative one which will yield in a result closer to the emotional weight of
“sad.” The system thus analyses the input message for such emotional words and qualifiers. Ultimately, the message will be attached a
numerical value denoting the emotional weight.

w x , y   q x , y  e x , y 

(1)
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5.2.7.2 Calculating Emotional Weight in the Application

void EmotionHandler::CalculateWeight(String^ message)
{
TokenizeLine(PrepareInput(message));
FindEmotionalWords();
}
emotional_weight_x = result_x;
emotional_weight_y = result_y;

EmotionHandler::CalculateWeight function calculates the emotional weight of the text passed to it. The function checks for emotional
words and qualifiers in the text passed to it and stores the final (x,y) value inside the class.
5.2.7.3 Term Importance
Given an input message, the words in the message are arranged according to their importance. For instance, in the sentence “I love
thunder and rain,” “love,” “thunder,” and “rain” would be the most important words. Because, very common words such as “I,” “and,”
and “the” would appear in many of the poems, so they are less helpful in identifying a suitable poetry line. The uncommon words such as
“thunder” would be more useful in identifying a suitable poetry line. System also grabs synonyms from the database to expand the search
criteria. This would enable the system to provide an unexpected and surprising result. The importance of a particular word is denoted by
a numerical weight. This number, called the tf-idf weight, is the multiplication of two values: the term frequency (tf) and inverse
document frequency (idf). The weight is often used in information retrieval and text mining.
The term frequency is a measure of how often a term is found in a collection of documents, in this case poem lines. The inverse
document frequency is effectively a measure of how rare a particular term is. It is calculated by total number of poem lines divided by the
number of poem lines containing the term. Very common terms (“the,” “and,” etc.) will have a very low IDF and are therefore often
excluded from the shortlisted lines. Then TF divided by the IDF is a statistical weight of how important a particular word in the set of
poems.
Given a query of i words, the end result is to calculate this weight ( w ) for each word in every poem line.

wi ,d  tf i ,d  log n dfi 

(2)

Where; tf i ,d is term frequency of the i th word in each poem line in a set of d poem lines. n is the total number of poem lines. df i is the
document frequency of the i th word. For each word i , the system then returns the poem lines such that  wi , d is maximized.

5.2.8 Most Important Words in the SMS
Every time a new poetry added to the system the administrator must use the admin tool IDF to calculate TF-IDF weight of each word in
the database. By searching the keywords table tf-idf weight of each word in the SMS can be found. The words with the highest weight
have high importance.
keywords
PK

id
word
idf

Figure 56: "keywords" table

GetImportantWords(0,inputMessage)

Above function finds the tf-idf weight of each word (SMSWord object) in inputMessage. Then sort the objects descending order. Then
suitable number of words gets selected. The number is based on the value read from the configuration file (NUMBEROFKEYWORDS).
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5.2.9 Expand the Number of Words
If exact words that are found in the senders SMS used in the creation of the poetry, the outcome may be less interesting. By finding
synonyms for the selected words thereby expanding number of words, BlogWall can deliver an unexpected and surprising result.
BlogWall system database is integrated with commercially available dictionary, WordWeb.
http://wordweb.info/developer/
This database is already integrated with blogwall database, however if the original database is needed, it is available in
“Resources\Other\WordWeb Developer Database 5-SQL” folder.

GetImportantWords(1,inputMessage)

Above function expand the word selection by finding synonyms for each of the selected word. Then create SMSWord objects from them
and store them in inputMessage. Then recalculate tf-idf weight of each word (SMSWord object) in inputMessage. Then sort the objects
descending order based on tf-idf weight. Then suitable number of words gets selected. The number is based on the value read from read
from the configuration file (NUMBEROFKEYWORDS). For example following SQL is used to find the synonyms for word “love” from
WordWeb dictionary.
select distinct w2.word,w2.word_type from word_senses as w1,word_senses
as w2 where w1.equiv_word='LOVE' and w1.ID=w2.ID and
w1.word_sense<>w2.word_sense order by w2.word_type,w2.word;

5.2.10

Selection of Poetry Lines

void SelectLinesFromWords(List<SMSWord^>^ inputMessage)

This function selects poetry lines from the database. To select a poetry line, it has to satisfy following conditions;



Selected word must appear in the poetry line
The word must be used in the same context as the original word in the SMS

The word can be found from “keywords” table and the context can be found from “pos_tags” table “type” field. By using these two
tables “poemlines_keywords” table yields the suitable poem lines in “poemlines” table. “GetPoemlinesByKeywordIdAndType” function
will find the proper poetry line id, (“line_id”) from the database.

DataTable^ KeywordsDBServices::GetPoemlinesByKeywordIdAndType(int id,
int type_id)
SELECT DISTINCT line_id,tf FROM poemlines_keywords WHERE word_id="+id+"
AND type_id="+type_id+" ORDER BY tf DESC

poemlines
PK

FK2
FK1

poemlines_keywords

id

PK

id

poem_text
poet_id
line_number
poem_id
emotion_x
emotion_y

FK3
FK2

line_id
word_id
tf
type_id

FK1

keywords
PK

id
word
idf

pos_tags
PK

id
type
description

Figure 57: Selection of poetry lines
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5.2.11

Short Listing Poetry Lines

Figure 58: Final poetry line selection

First round the significant words whose tf-idf weights are highest will be augmented by fetching synonyms from the WordWeb. A
second round of calculation of tf-idf weights results in the most important words from this combined set. These words, together with the
contextual tag from the POStagger and the term frequency of the lines are used to shortlist poem lines. Only the poem lines which
contain these words used in the same context (noun, verb, etc.) as well as term frequency is highest are short listed. The final output to
the user will be the lines that maximize the term frequency and minimize emotional weight difference (closest in emotional weight to the
input message) of the poetry.
void SelectFinalLines(List<SMSWord^>^ inputMessage,EmotionHandler^ eh)

“SelectFinalLines” select the best poetry lines based on the explanation given above. This function does necessary calculations and sets
the “final” field to true indicating that it is a selected line. All the classes used to hold information about SMS, synonyms, poetry lines
defined in the file “MagicClasses.cpp”.

5.2.12

Example

Suppose the user sends the SMS “On this day, I speak only of the glorious consequence.”
Output from the POS Tagger;
On/IN this/DT day/NN I/PRP speak/VBP only/RB of/IN the/DT glorious/JJ consequence/NN
For this example, the words are identified as follows;
On

IN

this
day
I
speak

DT
NN
PRP
VBP

only
of

RB
IN

the
glorious
consequence

DT
JJ
NN

Preposition or
subordinating
conjunction
Determiner
Noun, singular or mass
Personal Pronoun
Verb, non-3rd person
singular present
Adverb
Preposition or
subordinating
conjunction
Determiner
Adjective
Noun, singular or mass

Table 4: POS Tagger Tags

Based on the Russell Dimensions, the line is assigned numerical values based on the emotional weight along two axes. The BlogWall
system maintains a list of words and qualifiers that influence the emotional state of the line or message. The system searches for the
occurrence of these words in the message. In this example, the result is as follows. The word “glorious” produces a positive value (+1) on
the degree of pleasantness axis.
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x-value (Degree of pleasantness)
y-value (Degree of
agitation/arousal)
On this day, I speak only of the
glorious consequence

+1
0
(1,0)

Table 5: Emotional Weight of Message

Important words selected are “glorious”, “only”, and “consequence” based on term importance. The number of words selected
corresponds to the number of poetry lines generated by the system. The application selects three words in the default setting. The tf-idf
weights of all the words in the SMS are shown in table below.

Word
glorious
only
consequence
speak
day
on
this
i
the
of

tf-idf weight
1.73
1.65
1.49
1.30
1.19
0.78
0.71
0.66
0.55
0.45

Table 6: The tf-idf weights of the words

The system then searches synonyms for each of these selected words. For example, synonyms found for word “only” would include
“simply,” “merely,” and “solely.” Similar sets of synonyms are found for “glorious” and “consequence.” In this case, the following
words were chosen from the set augmented with synonyms: “glorious”, “only”, and “consequence”. The complete sets are shown in table
below.

Word
glorious

Synonyms
magnificent, splendid,
brilliant, resplendent,
splendiferous, glorious
only
lonesome, sole, lone, solitary,
alone, but, just, merely,
simply, exclusively, solely,
entirely, only if, only when,
only
consequence effect, result, upshot,
outcome, event, issue,
aftermath, moment, import,
consequence
Table 7: Fetching synonyms

The system calculates the tf-idf weights of all the words in these augmented sets once again. The final lists of tf-idf weights, sorted in
descending order, are shown in following tables. Note that the words that are not in the system are not shown in the tables.

Word
glorious
magnificent
brilliant
splendid

tf-idf weight
1.73
1.62
1.51
1.26

Table 8: The tf-idf weights of synonyms for “glorious”

Word
simply
only
Solitary
alone
Lonesome
merely
solely
Entirely
lone
sole
just
but

tf-idf weight
4.32
1.65
1.63
1.51
1.39
1.30
1.13
1.08
1.06
0.95
0.84
0.62

Table 9: The tf-idf weights of synonyms for “only”
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Word
event
consequence
import
result
effect
moment

tf-idf weight
1.51
1.49
1.44
1.39
1.17
0.95

Table 10: The tf-idf weights of synonyms for “consequence”

In each set, the word with the highest weight is selected (“glorious”, “simply,” and “event”). Subsequently in the first step, for each
selected word the system shortlists poetry lines where the term frequency of the word is highest, the selected word is used in the same
context as in the original SMS, emotional weight of the poetry lines is closest to the emotional weight of the SMS are shown in following
tables.

Line

tf

The glorious Sun
uprist:
My bosom underwent
a glorious glow
A heterogeneous
mass of glorious
blame
Were something very
glorious to behold
Their Gallic names
upon a glorious day

0.20

Emotional
weight
(1,0)

0.17

(1,0)

0.17

(1,0)

0.17

(2,0)

0.14

(1,0)

Table 11: Poetry lines for “glorious” (selected for “glorious”)

Line
Very simply
And say simply

tf
0.50
0.33

Emotional
weight
(0,0)
(0,0)

Table 12: Poetry lines for “simply” (selected for “only”)

Line

tf

Tonight then is a rare 0.17
event,
Must the event decide 0.14
between the two?

Emotional
weight
(0,0)
(0,0)

Table 13: Poetry lines for “event” (selected for “consequence”)

In the final phase, poetry line that maximizes the term frequency and minimizes the emotional weight difference (closest in emotional
weight to the input message (which as mentioned above is (1, 0))) is selected. Following is the final output of the system;
The glorious Sun uprist:
Very simply
Tonight then is a rare event,

5.2.13

Saving Information in the Database

sms
PK

sms_text_word

sms_synonym

sms_poem_line

id

PK

id

PK

id

PK

id

sms_text
status
weight_x
weight_y
valid
sms_telephone

FK1

sms_id
sms_word
word_weight
word_type
word_selected

FK1

sms_word_id
keyword_id
selected
synonym
word_weight

FK1

synonym_id
tf
weight_x
weight_y
final
poem_line

Figure 59: Poetry information in database
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“sms” table consists of SMS send by users. This table is populated by SMSReader. weight_x and weight_y are the emotional weights of
the SMS. “sms_text_word” table consists of individual words in the SMS. “word_type” is the POS Tagger id of the word and
“word_selected” field indicates whether it is a selected word or not. Only selected word has synonyms. “word_weight” is the tf-idf
weight of the word. “sms_synonym” table holds all the synonyms retrieved for the selected words in the “sms_text_word” table values.
The original word from the SMS is also in this table. “keyword_id” is the id from the “keywords” table. This value can be null.
“selected” indicates whether it is a selected synonym. “sms_poem_line” holds all the poetry lines found for the selected synonyms.
“final” indicates whether it is a selected line.

5.3 Web based Poetry Addition
Data entry operators can add poetry to the system using web based application. The system required large number of poetry to function
properly. It is a single PHP file called “blogwall.php”.

Figure 60: Webpage to add poetry

It requires PHP (5), MySQL (5.0), and Apache (2.2).
User name – root
Password – root
The application adds the data to a temporary table “poem_table”. The data in this table needs to be post processed and moved to the
actual tables. The application “PosTagger” does this task. The php page does check whether the poem is already in the database.

poem_table
PK

id
author
title
text
poem_processed

Figure 61: "peom_table"
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6 PosTagger
The main task of PosTagger application is to transfer the data collected by the PHP website into actual tables.
The English POS Tagger used in this application was not developed by us. For more information on it refer to;
Tsuruoka Y., and Tsujii, J. Bidirectional Inference with the Easiest-First Strategy for Tagging Sequence Data. In Proceedings of
HLT/EMNLP, 2005, pp. 467-474.
PosTagger only process entries in “poem_table” field “poem_processed” value 0. After processing it set it to 1 indicating it has been
processed.

poet
PK

id

poem

poemlines

PK

id

PK

FK1

poem_name
poet_id

FK2

poet

FK1

poemlines_keywords

id

PK

id

poem_text
poet_id
line_number
poem_id
emotion_x
emotion_y

FK3
FK2

line_id
word_id
tf
type_id

FK1

poem_table
PK

keywords
PK

id
word
idf

pos_tags

id

PK

author
title
text
poem_processed

id
type
description

Figure 62: POSTagger tables

6.1 Initialization
6.1.1 English POS Tagger
In the initialization phase the application calls the function “SetupPOSTagger”. This function initializes English POS Tagger.
void SetupPOSTagger()

6.1.2 Invalid Characters
POS tagger only work with English characters. If it encounters non English characters, it will give a run time error. We can of cause
catch this error but cleaner method is to check poem lines for invalid characters. In application initialization phase all the valid characters
get loaded to the application to assist in this process.
String^ charLine = "
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz`1234567890=[]\\;',./~!@#$%^&*()_+|}{:\"<>?";
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6.2 POSTagger Operation
The application checks for entries in the “poem_table” with “poem_processed” == 0. This indicates that the entry hasn‟t been processed
by POSTagger.
Get Lines from PHP table
“poem_table”
where poem_processed=0

End

YES

Last entry?

YES

NO
YES
Poet
already in
“poet”?

NO

Add poet

YES

Poem already in
“poem”?
Set “poem_table”,
poem_processed=1

NO
For each line in
Poem

Last Line?

NO

Update with Emotional
weight

Add to “poemlines”

Add entry to “poemlines_keywords”
Calculate TF,
calculate positional tag using English POS
Tagger

For each keyword in
poem line

Last
Keyword?

YES

NO

Add Keyword

NO

Keyword in
“keywords”?

Figure 63: POSTagger flow diagram

6.2.1 Special Characters
The application checks each text for special characters. If poet, poem name, and poem text lines contained “\” it breaks the SQL
statements. Therefore if they are present they have to be replaced in such a way that they won‟t cause any problems.
Author = (Convert::ToString(row["author"]))->Replace("\\"," ");

6.2.2 Poet Information
poet
PK

id
poet

Figure 64: "poet" table

The application checks whether the poet is present in the database.
"SELECT COUNT(*) FROM poet WHERE poet='" + author->Replace("'","''")>ToLower() + "';"
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If he is not in the database, he will be added to the database.
"INSERT INTO poet(poet) VALUES('" + author->Replace("'","''") + "')"

If the poet is already in the database his ID is found.
"SELECT * FROM poet WHERE poet='" + author->Replace("'","''")>ToLower() + "';"

6.2.3 Poem Information
poem
PK

id

FK1

poem_name
poet_id

Figure 65: "poem" table

Having found the poet information, poem information is added to the “poem” table.

"INSERT INTO poem(poem_name,poet_id) VALUES('" + title>Replace("'","''") + "',"+poetID+")"

6.2.4 Poem Lines
poemlines
PK

FK2
FK1

id
poem_text
poet_id
line_number
poem_id
emotion_x
emotion_y

Figure 66: "poemlines" table

Each line in the poem added to the “poemlines” table. It also contains poet ID and poem ID found previously.

INSERT INTO poemlines(poem_text,poet_id,line_number, poem_id) values('"
+ line->Replace("'","''") + "'," + poetID + "," + lineNr +
","+poemID+")"

“emtion_x” and “emotion_y” is the emotional weight of the poem line. It is calculated using “EmotionHandler” class and the entry is
updated.

void EmotionHandler::CalculateWeight(String^ message)
"UPDATE poemlines SET emotion_x="+e>emotional_weight_x+",emotion_y="+e->emotional_weight_y+" WHERE
id="+lineID+";"
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6.2.5 Keywords in Lines
poemlines_keywords
PK

id

FK3
FK2

line_id
word_id
tf
type_id

FK1

keywords
PK

id
word
idf

pos_tags
PK

id
type
description
Figure 67: Keywords in Lines

The same keyword may appear in two different poem lines but their context may be different. First each line is tagged using English POS
Tagger.
String^ strTagLineText = GenerateTagLine(line);

By using following function tags and words are separated.
void Tagger::TagLine(String^ line)

Then each word in the Tagger is loaded to Indexer and term frequency is calculated.
void Indexer::TokenizeLineByPOSTagger(List<String^>^ wordList_)
void Indexer::GetTermFrequency()

Then the application loop through each word in the poetry line and using the “pos_tags” table its positional tag id is found. If the word
does not have a positional tag it is ignored.
"SELECT * FROM pos_tags WHERE type='"+t->posTags[loop]+"';"

Now the system checks for the existence of the word in the “keywords” table.

"SELECT COUNT(*) as 'NumberOfWords' FROM keywords WHERE
word='"+tagWord->Replace("'","''")+"';"

If it is not in the table it is added to the table.
"INSERT INTO keywords(word) values('" + tagWord->Replace("'","''") +
"')"

If it is already in the table its ID is found
"SELECT * FROM keywords WHERE word='" + tagWord->Replace("'","''") +
"';"

Finally, new entry is added to the intermediate datable “poemlines_keywords”.
"INSERT INTO poemlines_keywords(line_id,word_id,tf,type_id) values("+
lineID +","+ wordID+ ","+i->wordList[tagWord]+","+ tagID +")"

Finally “poem_table” field “poem_processed” value is set to 1.
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6.3 After Running POSTagger
After running POSTagger, it is necessary to run administrator tool, IDF calculation and emotional weights calculation. If you forgot to do
this step the DataProcessor will generate large number of runtime errors.
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7 BlogWall Tests
7.1 Test 01

Test

From

1

Premiere System MXR account

2

Premiere System vince account

To

83711027
83711027

5

0

I love thunder and
rain

0

I love thunder and
rain

Test failed
I swap the system
SIM card with my
own SIM card.
Then the BlogWall
received the SMS
but I didn‟t received
the message.

5

11:49

Premiere System vince account

97789564

1

1

Testing 123.

4

97860532

97789564

1

1

Is later going to rain?

5

Premiere System vince account

97789564

5

5

testing 1298.

6

Premiere System MXR account

97789564

5

0

I love thunder and
rain

11:24

7

Premiere System vince account

97789564

1

1

testing (from vince's
account).

11:39

8

Premiere System vince account

0

testing (from vince's
account).

11:39

9

Premiere System MXR account

5

I love thunder and
rain

12:03

3

10

Premiere System MXR account

83711027
97789564

97789564

End
receiving
by
SMSReader

Received
Count

Message Sent

Start
Time by
Premiere

Start
receiving
by
SMSReader

Send
Message
Count

1
5

100

100

I love thunder and
rain

12:13 12: 14

Comments

Test failed

12:03:43

12:05:32

12:03:46

12:23:51

All the SMS
received by the
system. But it took
roughly 20 min. to
receive all the
SMS. This
network delay is
out of our control.

Table 14: Test 01

Initially there were many difficulties getting the test started. For some reason Premiere System was unable to send SMS to the mobile
number 83711027. Currently they are investigating the reasons for this. In the test 100 SMS sent at once by Premiere System. The system
received all the SMS sent by them but there was a network delay (around 10 min.). The test carried out around 12 noon may have
contributed to the delay also. The times stated in the table taken from reports sent by Premiere System and the time stamp of the SMS.

Figure 68: Test 01
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7.2 Test 02

Figure 69: Test 02

For this test SMSReader, DataProcessor, and Visual display was used. All the SMS were sent to 97789564 mobile number. Also the
backup feature of the DataProcessor was tested. DataProcessor configuration file was configured to check backup every 20 min. If the
“sms_log” table contained more than 30 entries it will start the backup. The system runs for over 1 hour. After that period “sms_log”
table was completely empty and the system has created a text file “SMS_log_8_12_2008_6_39_47PM.txt”. This file contains all the test
data sent to the system and the size of the text file is 7KB. All the tests were 100% successful.

Test

From

To

Send Message
Count

Received Count

Message Sent

Comments

1

Premiere System MXR account

97789564

5

5

very long message sent Accidentally very long
message was sent

Success

2

6594465747

97789564

2

2

I don't like thunder and rain

Success

3

Premiere System MXR account

97789564

5

5

Preserve every beauty inside

Success

4

6594465747

97789564

1

1

I don't like thunder and rain

Success

5

Premiere System MXR account

97789564

60

60

Those colorful bugs that fly.

Success

Table 15: Test 02

7.3 Test 03
Test: 15 SMS per 5 min. for 1 hour
10:48:00
10:33:36

Time

10:19:12
10:04:48
9:50:24
9:36:00
9:21:36

670

662

654

646

638

630

622

614

606

598

590

582

574

566

558

550

542

534

526

518

510

502

494

9:07:12

SMS Id

Figure 70: Test 03

For this test SMSReader, DataProcessor, and new visual display was used. All the SMS were sent to 97789564 mobile number. System
received all the SMS sent by Premiere System. The test was 100% successful.
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8 Equipment/Cost
Industrial Rugged PC
Processor: Intel Quad Core 2.4 GHz
Memory: 4GB DDR2 SDRam
Graphics Card: 512 Mb nVidia Quadro FX1700
Hard Disk: 120gb HDD
Monitor: 17 inches
Features:
1. Rugged high performance industrial computer with padding to withstand shock and vibrations
2. Small Form Factor
3. Aluminum chassis
Table 16: Industrial Rugged PC

More Details: http://www.vartechsystems.com/products/newsroom/PressRelease/PowerCube.asp

Monitors
Brand
ViewSonic
Acer
Acer
Acer
Dell
Dell
Dell

Model
VA703b
V173B
X173WB
AL1717
E178FP
1708FP
S1709W

Screen Size "
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
Table 17: Monitor Price List

Price
$160 to $180
$120 to $189
$130 to $163
$185 to $195
$309
$359
$349

Price: USD$3897.00 (+ USD$165.00 Shipping)
In SGD: (3897+165)*1.3608 =
$SGD 5917.57 + Monitor (Dell E178FP) =

$SGD6226.57
Projectors
Brand

Model

Lumens

Power

Lamp
Lifetime

Company

Price

NEC

NP1150

3700

460W

2000

Spectrum

$3,800

Epson

3500

286W

2500

Spectrum

$2,400

NEC

EMP1825
NP905

3000

310

2000

Jnissi

$1,890

NEC

NP1150

3700

460

2000

Jnissi

$3,999

NEC

NP2150

4200

460

2000

Jnissi

$4,299

NEC

NP3150

5000

490

2000

Jnissi

$5,500

NEC

NP4000

5200

655

2000
Jnissi
$7,800
Table 18: Projectors Price List

Projection
Distance

Projection
Mode

0.91m ~
20.79m
0.82m ~
14.69m
0.7m ~ 10.97m

Front, Ceiling

0.91m ~
20.79m
0.91m ~
20.79m
0.74m ~ 20.9
m
Based on Lens

Front, Rear,
Ceiling
Front, Rear,
Ceiling
Front, Ceiling
Front, Ceiling
Front, Ceiling
Front, Ceiling
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VGA Splitter
Brand
Minicom
Vopex
Minicom
Aten
Startech

Model
0VS23003A
VOPEX-C5V-8
0VS22009
ATEN VS94A
Startech ST124

Company
Video Data Transmitters
NTI
Minicom
Aten
Startech

Price
US $369
US $331
US $349
US $59
US $174

Distance
110m/360ft
180m
110m/360ft
25ft
200ft

Table 19: VGA Splitter Price List

Repeaters
Brand

FireFold

Ultralink

Model/Distance

Company

Price
(Amazon)

Maximum
Single Link
Range
1080p

Data Link
Protocol

HDMI
Extender/Repeater
40m/130Ft
HDMI-RPT

FireFold

USD
$39.99

Ultralink

USD
$87.37
USD
$58.78
USD
$104.99
USD
$49.00

1080p

HDMI

CB-HM0032-S1

SIIG

1080p

HDMI

Python Digital HDMI
Repeater/150Ft
HDMIRepeater

Steren

1080p

HDMI

1080p

HDMI

USD
$24.95
Acoustic
USD
Research
$102.00
HDMI-R100P/230Ft
PTC
USD
$49.95
HD.REP-FF/82Ft
Phoenix
USD
Gold
$55.39
HDMI-R/115Ft
Audiovox
USD
$56.53
RPT-HMDI
Kinamax
USD
$64.26
Table 20: Repeaters Price List

1080p

HDMI

1080p

HDMI

1080p

HDMI

1080p

HDMI

1080p

HDMI

1080p

HDMI

SIIG
Steren
Unique
Products Online
MPI

Unique
Products
Online
MPI

HDMIREPEAT/100Ft
AR-488

Acoustic
Research
PTC
Phoenix Gold
Audiovox
Kinamax

HDMI

Cables
Cable
Cat5
Cat5 UTP
VGA cable

Length
100ft
100ft
100ft
Table 21: Cables Price List

price
USD $ 30.00
USD $ 36.47
USD $ 60.00

LCD/Plasma
Brand

Size

Model

Type

Power

Company

Price

480W
390W
370
440

Panel
Lifetime
100000
60000
60000
60000

Samsung
Samsung
NEC
NEC

46"
50"
50"
60"

PS-50A410C1
LA-36A550P1
P50XP10-BK
P60XM5

LCD
Plasma
Plasma
Plasma

Spectrum
Spectrum
Jnissi
Jnissi

$3,100
$2,200
$4,300
$10,500

NEC
NEC

46"
65"

LCD4620-BK
LCD6520L

LCD
LCD

260
590

60000
60000

Jnissi
Jnissi

$5,700
$24,000

Table 22: LCD / Plasma Price List

Projector Mount/Bracket
Company
Atdec
Atdec
Vantage Point
Vantage Point
Chiefmfg
Peerless

Mounting Position
from ceiling 127mm drop
from ceiling 400mm to 900mm drop
from ceilling 12" drop
from ceilling 6" drop
ceiling
wall
Table 23: Projector Mount/Bracket Price List

Price(Amazon)
$52.99
$81.43
$63.99
$56.03
$329.00
$44.74

*** It is very hard to define exact cost for the projector mounts or brackets. At least three projectors should be mounted on exact
vertically to generate a proper projection. Please discuss with the Building Contractor or Interior Designer about this matter.
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Advertisement
Name
Type
Video Advertisement
Upgrade / Software
Video processing Server
Upgrade / Software
Table 24: Software Price List

Cost
$15,000.00
$5,000.00

Software
Name
Windows Vista Ultimate
Bulletproof Public PC desktop 5.4
WordWeb Developer SQL Database

Type
OS
Kiosk Software
Database

Cost
$319.95
$US69 = SGD$ 93.90
US$999 = SGD$1359.44

Table 25: Advertisement Price List

Total Costs
Projector
$6,226.57
$2,400

PC + Monitor
Display
VGA Splitters
(Minicom 0VS23003A)
Cables (Cat5)
OS
Kiosk Software
Database
2 Additonal
Lamps
($300 each)
Grand Total:

LCD
$6,226.57
$3,100

← Epson
EMP-1825

$557

$557

$45
$319.95
$93.90
$1,359.44

$45
$319.95
$93.90
$1,359.44

$11,001.74

$11,701.74

← Samsung 46"
PS-50A410C1 LCD

$600.00

$11,601.74

$11,701.74
Table 26: Total Cost

Operating Costs / per year
An estimation of the operating costs, excluding maintenance, for 1 year with the entire system running 24/7. Total Running Time = 365 *
24 hrs = 8760 hours
Assuming power consumption of 200W for PC and 450W for display and 22.62 cents per kWh ($0.2262)
With Projector:
Epson
EMP-1825
286 W with 2500 hrs lifetime
486 W
Total Watts =
Estimated Operating Costs = (486 * 8760)/1000 * 0.2262 =
$963.01
Note: The lamp lifetime(2500 hours) also needs to be taken into account. For an entire year
of operations, about 2 lamps will be need to purchased.
Lamp Costs=
2*300 = $600
Overall Costs= 963.01 + 600=

$1,563.01
With LCD:
Samsung

46" PSPanel Lifetime: 100000
50A410C1
hrs
Total Watts = 200 + 480 = 680 W
Estimated Operating Costs = (680 * 8760)/1000 * 0.2262 =

480 W

$1,347.43
Table 27: Operating Cost

***All the prices we check from the Internet and the prices may be slightly changed in Singapore (1.00 USD = 1.5085 SGD.
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